AQ TRAFOTEK
AT A GLANCE
INDUCTIVE PRODUCT SOLUTIONS FOR BETTER ENERGY
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MARKETS

AQ Trafotek

RENEWABLE ENERGY
AQ TRAFOTEK is part of the global movement towards
sustainable energy systems. We provide reactors and
filters, which are needed for the reliable and efficient power
conversion of wind and photovoltaic energy into electricity.

AQ Trafotek

AQ Trafotek is specialized in providing fit-for-purpose solutions for demanding drive and converter
applications. We work closely together with our customers to provide a high level of customization to
ensure that every product is suited to its environment and will meet the specific needs of the task it is
designed to perform. Our product designs are based on flexible standardized structures, resulting in
short turn-around times and optimal electrical performance, in which the size and weight of the product
is minimized.

35 000 WIND TURBINES around the world are
equipped with AQ Trafotek reactors and filters designed
for the renewable energy industry.

REACTORS AND FILTERS

INDUSTRY
AQ Trafotek is the global market leader in high power
reactors and filters for industrial drives. Our knowhow in this
field is based on long experience and close co-operation with
global industry leaders. Our products have been installed on
more than one million industry frequency converters.

Our portfolio begins with products of some few kilogram
and kilowatt and the upper limit is around 6000 A. We offer
solutions in air-cooled and liquid-cooled versions. With
more than 30 000 liquid-cooled products delivered in over
25 years, we can showcase that we are experienced in this
specific technology.
» Vacuum Impregnated
» LV and MV solutions
» Exactly tuned to your utilization
BLOCKING REACTORS // TRIMMED FILTER REACTORS // LINE
REACTORS // SMOOTHING REACTORS // OUTPUT REACTORS //
DC REACTORS
LCL FILTERS // dU/dt FILTERS // SINE FILTERS

MARINE AND OFFSHORE
With 35 years of experience in the marine and offshore sector,
AQ Trafotek offers proven transformer and filter solutions for
self-sufficient energy production and distribution on the open
sea. Hundreds of vessels, from luxury cruise liners, offshore rigs
and platforms to electric ferries, rely on AQ Trafotek solutions
for high-quality energy out at sea.
OVER 1100 VESSELS around the world are equipped
with AQ Trafotek dry-type power transformers.

PRODUCTS

TRANSFORMERS
AQ Trafotek specialices in dry-type transformers.
Our transformer product range spans from 1 kVA low voltage
transformers up to 12,5 MVA cast resin transformers and
voltages up to 17,5 kV. Transformers for marine electrical
propulsion systems are one of the core areas of our expertise.
» Cast Resin and VPI technology
» LV and MV solutions
» Always engineered to application
TRANSFORMERS FOR DRIVES // DISTRIBUTION //
ISOLATION // MOTOR START UP // EXCITATION //
CONTROL // HYBRID SYSTEMS

COMPANY FACTS

AQ Trafotek

AQ TRAFOTEK has a long history as a trusted manufacturer of transformers, reactors and electrical filters.
The focus of our activities is to improve power quality, promote electrical energy efficiency and the
exploitation of renewable energies. Technological excellence and global manufacturing footprint are the
foundation of our operations. In addition to our headquarters in Finland, we have production sites located
in Estonia, China and Brazil. AQ Trafotek has been helping its customers around the world to produce
better energy since 1983.

» FOUNDED: 1983
» PEOPLE: Over 450 employees globally
» CERTIFICATIONS: ISO9001, ISO14001, OHSAS18001
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» CUSTOMERS: Renewable energy, Marine, Offshore, Process industry
» TECHNOLOGY: Reactors, electrical filters and transformers
» PRODUCTION SITES: Finland, Estonia, China, Brazil
» SALES OFFICE: Germany

AQ TRAFOTEK FINLAND

AQ TRAFOTEK ESTONIA

AQ Trafotek Oy
Kaarinantie 700
FI-20540 Turku
Finland
Tel +358 2 275 9200

AQ Trafotek AS
Gaasi tee 14, Rae vald
EE-75306 Harjumaa
Estonia
Tel +372 6 510 160

TRAFOTEK BRAZIL

TRAFOTEK CHINA

Trafotek Power Eletrônicos e
Transformadores Ltda
Rua Antonio Aparecido Simao no. 180
Núcleo Industrial Jardim Porto Seguro
Itu, 13312-094, São Paulo
Brazil
Tel +55 11 4013 5443

Trafotek (Suzhou) Co., Ltd
B4 Weiting Industrial Plant,
9 Wei Xin Lu, Weiting Town
SIP, Suzhou, Jiangsu Province
CN-215122, P.R.China
Tel +86 512 6275 7880
AQ TRAFOTEK GERMANY
AQ Trafotek Oy | Sales office
WTC Bremen/GZA
Hermann-Köhl-Strasse 7
D-28199 Bremen
Germany
Tel +48 421 5974 7661

